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prostrated themselves, and gave thanks to God for their safe
arrival.

* This was the first Protestant prayer said within the
limits of the United States; it cannot be positively stated that
it was the first in North America, since there might have been
Protestants with Roberval in Canada twenty years before. It
was certainly not the first in the new world, for Coligny
planted a Huguenot colony in the harbor of Rio de Janeiro in
1555, seven years before, and in 1557 sent out 4 Protestant
ministers to preach there. The South American colony existed
until 1560.

The natives watched the ceremony of the Frenchmen in
perfect silence. When it was over, Ribault pointed his finger
upward to indicate to them that the white man worshipped
a Supreme Being. The chief, supposing that he meant the
sun, pointed two fingers upward signifying worship of both
sun and moon by them.

Captain Ribault was much pleased with the manners and
appearance of these natives. He says of them, "They be of
goodly stature, mighty, fair, and as well shapen and propor-
tioned of body as any people in the world; very gentle, cour-
teous, and of good nature. The forepart of their body be
painted with pretty devised works, of azure, red, and black,
so well and so properly as the best painter of Europe could
not amend it. The women have their bodies painted, too,
and wear a certain herb like unto moss, whereof the cedar
and all other trees be almost covered. The men for pleasure
do trim themselves therewith, after sundry fashions."

* It has been said that the Spanish or gray moss is not
native here, but the foregoing description is strong evidence
that it is.

These ceremonies took place on the north side of the
river, where Ribault spent the forenoon. Distributing pres-
ents among the natives and receiving in exchange fresh fish,
which the Indians skillfully caught in reed nets, the French-
men crossed over to the south side. The natives of the south
side met Ribault in a friendly manner and offered fruit; but
they seemed more suspicious than those of the north side,
as they did not bring their women with them and had with
them their bows and arrows. A few presents satisfied them,


